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PowerShield Introduces New Defender UPS

With a higher 2000 VA rating, the newest UPS to join the Defender Range offers users a bigger Uninterruptible 
Power Supply option to protect electrical equipment. In a compact tower form, the Defender 2000 builds on the 
popular entry level line interactive range with all of the same features that make the Defender a best seller for 
home and office equipment users.

With the highest surge rating in its class, the Defender Range challenges the notion that a simulated sine wave, 
line interactive UPS can not offer the reliability and quality of a higher specified UPS, being specifically designed by 
Australian engineers to provide a robust power protection solution to meet the power problems found in Australia 
and the Asia Pacific region.

“The Defender 2000 model rounds out the Defender lineup by offering a greater VA rating to extend the family,” 
said Malcolm Levin, Director of Sales and Marketing for PowerShield. “For those home and office users who have 
more devices and energy load requirements but do not want the expense of a pure sinewave UPS, the Defender 
offers unparalleled quality and features that make it one of our most popular choices in our entry level range.”

With its silent operation (it’s fanless), its simple user replaceable battery design, easy-view LCD screen and friendly 
plug-and-play HID compatibility, the Defender 2000 is a welcome addition to the range and sure to be in high 
demand.





AVAILABILITY & PRICE

The Defender 2000 model will be available from July 2021. Pre-order is available now. RRP: $506

WHERE TO BUY
https://powershield.com.au/where-to-buy/

Article Information Online:
https://powershield.com.au/blog/2021/05/14/defender-2000-expands-powershields-most-popular-home-of-
fice-range/

ABOUT POWERSHIELD

Power Shield is the Australian power protection company specialising in developing and providing Uninterruptible 
Power Systems (UPS Supply) and power filtration products specifically for the Asia-Pacific market.

Power Shield understands Australia’s power problems and has been instrumental in solving them for thousands of 
businesses since its inception in the year 2000. The company is focused on customer service and the management 
team seeks constant and never ending improvement.

The company’s overall goal is to provide the cleanest and most reliable quality power and economical protection 
against electrical disturbances for all valuable equipment.

A well known and trusted brand throughout Australia, PowerShield engineers solutions for many projects 
first hand. A diverse customer list includes radio stations, government, defence, security, health and medical 
departments, mines, process control operations, point of sale, system integrators and server room applications to 
name a few.

A progressive company with energetic people focused on helping others with their business continuity, Power 
Shield aims to ensure equipment works efficiently and for as long as possible.

Continued and uncompromising development of the best possible UPS technology and a dedication to relentless 
customer care has catapulted the business to become one of Australia’s largest independent UPS manufacturing 
companies – and the best choice for protecting any electrical power supply.
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